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This paper proposes as a solution concept for games sets of Nash equi-
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to predicting outcomes in sender-receiver games with imperfect incentive
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1 Introduction

'Che goal oC this paper is twofold. One objective is to provide strong and
refutable predictions for sender-receiver games with imperfecUy aligned inter-
ests, without having to rely on auxiliary assumptions like exogenous meanings
of rnessages, nominal signaling costs or restrictions on the interpretation of
zero-probability messages, which are tomtnon in the literature. The second
objective is to begin a formal study of equilibrium selection in Crawford and
Sohel's [1982] model of strategic information transmission. "I'his dual purpose
mirrors the two approaches in the literature to expressing imperfect incentive
alignment in sender-receiver games formally, either through a pariia( common
interest condition, Blume, Kim and Sobel [1993], Rabin and Sobel [1996], Blume
[1996], or as in Crawford and Sobel's parametric model of preference similarity.

To this end this paper examines sets of Nash equilibria in sender-receiver
games that are stable against replacement by alternative Nash equilibria. Such
stable sets exist. In partialcommon rnteresf garnes they contain only inforrnative
equilibria. The stability requirement sharpens currently available predictions for
such games because it permits one (1) to weaken the partial common interest
condition, (2) to rule out strictly dominated actions, (3) to reflect the infor-
mativeness of the sender's strategy in the receiver's reply, and (4) to rule out
pooling actions as part o( the solution, as opposed to only ruling out pooling
equilibria. This approach is then used to unify the study of partial common
interest games and of Crawford and Jobel's parametric mudel.

In sender-receiver games a privately informed sender sends a message Lo a
receiver who takes an action. Payoffs are determined jointly by the sender's pri-
vate information and the receiver's type; messages do not affect payofís directly.
If the sender's and the receiver's incentives are sufTicíently closely aligned, the
sender wants to reveal at least some o( his private information. Bowever, thcre
is always an uninformative "babbling" equilibrium, in which the sender's mes-
sages contain no information and the receiver responds to all messages with the
same action.

If the sender and the receiver can both gain from sharing some information,
we might expect them to do so if they are able to focus on a particular inter-
pretation of inessages. In the refinement literature, Farrell [1993], Matthews,
Okuno-Fujiwara and Postlewaite [1991] and Rabin [1990], a focal mechanism is
provided through an existing commonly understood language. In this paper we
take the view that focal points, as considered by Schelling [1960], may emerge
endogenously in the process of repeated play.t

In an environment where population play has settled on a particular equilib-

t The endogenous assigmnent of ineanings to messages is not only relevant (or a priori mean-
inglesa messages bul also for messages that are part of a commonly understnod language and
whose meanings are subject to deterioration and recoding in specific strategic environments.
Also, es the fictional character Morris Zapp notes in David Lodge's "Small World": 'Every
decoding is another encoding.'
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rium, other strategies can emerge through either mistakes or expr.rimentation.
This paper takes the position that such strategies can become focal points for
the reorganization of the environment. They have the best chance of doing so
i( (1) they are best replies to the current environment for at least some of the
players, and if (2) they are themselves equilibria. The second condition ensures
that Lhe emergeni focal pomtis a viable alternative to the status quo, whereas
the first condition makes it possible for a small group of agitators to deviate
from the status quo without penalty and through their example to propose
the alternative equilibrium. We imagine that once nudged into the direction
of an alternative equilibrium, there is a positive probability of population play
switching directly to that equilibrium.

The notion that a solution should consist of equilibria and be stable against
the replacement by alternative equilibria is Cormalized in the conditions for a
set of strategies to be an asymmefric entry resastani (AER~ set. An AER set
is a minimal closed set of Nash equilibria that is closed under the inclusion of
(replacement by) strategies that are best replies both against an element of the
set, for at least some players, and against themselves, Cor all players.

The solution concept proposed here is designed to capture the idea of emer-
gent focal points and thus combines ideas from the evolutionary literature and
the refinement literature. From the evolutionary literature it takes the idea of
endogeneity, from the refinement literature it borrows the idea of Cocal points.

The possibility of asymmetric entry, where in a candidate replacement strat-
egy only some o( the players are required to best respond to the status quo,
permits those players to assume a leadership role; e.g., the senders (or the re-
ceivers) in a sender-receiver game. Players for whom an alternative equilibrium
strategy is also a best reply to the status quo, can be thought of as being more
likely to initiate or prompt a transition to the alternative.

AER sets exist in every finite game and consist solely of equilibria. This
accords well with experimental results on the emergence of ineaningful commu-
nication in sender-receiver games. Blume, DeJong, Kim and Sprinkle (BDKS)
[1997a] examine the endogenous emergence of ineaning for a pnori meaning-
less messages experimentally. They consider both common interest games, in
which there is a unique payofí pait that maximizes both the sender's and the
receiver's payoff, and divergent interest games in which the sender's and the
receiver's preCerences over equilibrium outcomes are opposed. While it would
be an overstatement to say that equilibrium play emerges in each instance, ref-
erence to equilibria plays a central role in classifying the data. This ís even
true in games of divergent interests where many set-valued evolutionary solu-
tions either do not exist or contain nonequilibrium strategies. BDKS find that
while both revealing and nonrevealing equilibria may emerge in these games,
the association of behavior with equilibria is robust.

AER sets are attractive Cor their conceptual simplicity. They make powerful
predictions in sender-receiver games without relying on auxiliary assumptions
like exogenously given meanings of inessages, nominal signaling costs, limita-
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tions on driCt, interpretation oC zero-probability messages etc. that are com-
monly made in this literature, both in static solution concepts and in explicit
dynamic models. One important motivation for the consideration of AER sets
is the desire to provide a theoretical framework that can guide an extension
of the work ot BDKS [1997a] to games with partial tommon interest. This is
an issue because with the exception of Dlume, Kim and Sobel (BKS) [1993]
and Blume [1996], existing evolutionary theories deal with only a small class of
games. Moreover, the use of BKS is limited because of nonexistence problems
and because, while some of their results reject uninformative equilibria in par-
tial common interest games, there is not always a positive assertion as to which
strategies do belong to the solution. Blume [1996] does make such positive as-
sertions. However the predictions appear in the form oC sets that may include
nonequilibrium strategies and that can be rather large. Neither of these two
approaches has predictive power in Crawford-Sobel games.

We bring the AER condition to bear on the two approaches to imperfect
incentive alignment in sender-receiver games that have been considered in the
literature. One is via a pariial common mterest condition, the other is Crawford
and Sobel's (CS) [1982] parametric modeL The former has played a role in
evolutionazy and refinement analyses of such games. This theme is taken up
in the first part of the paper. There, in order to provide the strongest possible
predictions, we examine a variant of the solution concept in which a replacement
strategy u;ust be a best reply to the status qun fot all player. It is shown that
Lhese equiliórivm enfry resistant (EERf sets reject pooling equilibria under a
considerably weaker partial common interest condition than those proposed in
the literature. In addition, the set of strategies included in a solution is in
general much smaller and more tractable than if nonequilibrium strategies are
admitted as part of the solution. This is a great advantage if we want to test
the theory experimentally.

One can enhance tractability further by strengthening the partial common
interest condition; the resulting condition is still weaker than those in the liter-
ature. The stronger condition permits a straight(orward characterization of the
equilibria that form the solution without the need for characterizing the entire
set of equilibria.

In two-player games (such as sender-receiver games) there is a close rela-
tionship between EER sets and set-valued evolutionary solution concepts. Es-
sentially, if one of the evolutionary solutions exists, it contains an EER set.
Therefore, if a certain partition of the type set is ídentified in an evolutionary
solution, there is also an EER set in which it is identified. On the other hand,
it turns out that nonínformative equilibria are just as easily destabilized under
the EER condition as under the evolutionary solutions. As a result, EER sets
make more definite predictions in sender-receiver games.

The second approach to imperfect incentive alignment has attracted less at-
tention in the evolutionary and refinement literature. Farrell [1993] pointed out
that his neologism proofness criterion tends to reject all equilibria in Crawtord
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and Sobel's yuadratic model. 1'he evolutionary literature on sender-receiver
garnes does not address the selection issue in Crawford and Sobel's model at
all. In the present paper it is shown that with AER sets we can reject pool-
ing equilibria both when incentives are r.losely aligned in Crawford and Sobel's
rnodel and in a r,lass of partial common interest games. While uninforrnative
eyuilibria can be rejectrd in CS games, AER sets typically do not distinguish
among the inforrnativr ones. 'I'his can be understood as a cautionary cornment
on the applied literature, which has typically focussed on the most inCormative
eyuilibria in thesc games.

"fhe re.mainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
sender-receiver games and the solution concept. Section 3 recalls the important
role played by unused messages. Section 9 charatterizes stable outcomes in
games satis(ying a yariia! common mterest condition. In section 5 the partial
common interest condition is strengthened to permit a characterization of stable
outcomes without having to identify the entire set of Nash equilibria. Section
6 relates EER sets to evolutionary solutions in two-player games. Section 7
presents a imified analysis of partial common interest games and of Crawford-
Sobel games. 'Phe final section discusses the literature.

2 Preliminaries

This section describes se.nder-receiver games, defines the solution concept, and
proves ezistence of a solution in finite games-

In a sender-receiver game player l, the sender, has private information and
player 2,the receiver, takes an action. Before the reteiver takes his action, Lhe
sender sends a message. Payoffs to both players depend solely on the sender's
private information, his type, and on the receiver's action.

Let T be the finite set of types and a(.) the prior distribution oí types.
The sender's set of pure strategies is the set of mappings from the type set to
the finite set of inessages, M. The receiver's set of pure strategies is the set of
mappings from M-{m;}i-1 to the finite set of actions A. Given type t E T,
message m E M, and action a E A, player i's payoff is v;(t, a), i- 1, 2. Messages
do not directly afíect payoffs. For any finite set X, denote by ~(X) the set oC
probabiGty distributions over X. The payoff from a mixed action rr E 0(A) is
v;(t, a) - ~QEA vr(t, a)a(a), i- 1, 2-

We IeL o~(m,t) denote the probability of type t sending message m and
let o2(a, m) stand for the probability that the receiver will choose action a in
response to message m. o-(or , Qy) denotes a mixed strategy profile. A strategy
profile a gives rise to a payoftV(o) -(V~(v), Vz(o)), where

t"~(~) - ~ ~ ~ v.(t.a)or(m,f)az(a,m)n(t), i - 1,2.
tET mEM nEA
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Also, Ict
l;(t,o)- ~ ~v,(t,a)ar(m,t)a2(a,m)i-1,2.

mEM aEA

a is a Nash equilibrium if ar and oz are mutual best replies:

if o~(m,t) 7 0, then m solves max ~ vr(t,a)o2(a, rri ),
m'EM aEA

and
ifaZ(a,m)10, thenasolves max~v1(t,a)ar(m,t)a(t).

o`EA rET

The rnessage space is assumed to be large to ensure the availability of sufti-
ciently many unsent messages in any candidate for a solution. If ~(X) denotes
the cardinality of the set X, then

~t(M) ~ alu~Alt:~Tl t ~k(T).
For any finite game, let ~V be the set of Nash equilibria of the game.
We will define our solution concept, asymmetnc entry resistani ( AER) sets,

for a general finite n-player game (I, S, u) with player set l, the set oC strategy
profiles S- x~-~S; and payoff function v-(u;); i. Denote by 0(S;) the
set nf mixed strategies of player i and by C(o) the carrier of a, the set of
all pure strategies that have positive probability under a. Let BR;(-) be the
(pure strategy) best reply correspondence of player i, i- 1,...,n. For a-
(vt,...,a„) E x~t0(S;) define BR(a) :- (BR~(o-~),...,BR„(a-„))~ define
the mixed best reply correspondence MBR(o) analogously.

For any strategy profile o, and player set K C I, denote by aK the partia]
profile that contains only the strategies of players in the set !í. The comple-
mentary partial profile is indicated by o-K. Similarly, we write BRK for partial
best response correspondences.

Finally, (or any set O of Nash equilibria let A(O) ~ 6 denote an auxiliary
set of strategy profiles. We can think of the auxiliary profiles as a spring board
from which, starting in 9, Nash equilibria outside ot O can be reached under
certain conditions. Next we define a solution concept that requires a set oC Nash
equilibria to be stable against such transitions.

Definition 1 A set A C ~V is ( m, A)-asymmetnc eniry resastnnl ((m,,4)-AERJ
for m E{0, ..., n} and A(O) ~ O, if if is minimal with respect lo

(RJ b'a E A(6), if 3 K C 1, ~(ti) ~ m such that C(a'K) C BRK(a) fl
BRK(a'), and C(o' K) C BR-x(a'), then o' E O, and

(CJ O is closed and nonempty.
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Thus, an (m„A)-AER set is a closed and nonempty set of equilibrium straL-
egy profiles that satisfies a replacement condiíton, (R] in the above definition.
The replacing strategy must be an equilibrium and the status quo frorn which
replacement is possible must either be an equilibrium in the candidate set A or
a transitory state in A(A) `6. The replacement condition is parameterized by
m, the minimum number oC players for whom the replacing strategy must be
both a best reply to the status quo and to itself, and by the Cunction A.

The smaller we choose m and the more inclusive we thoose A, the less
restrictive is the entry condition; e.g. if m- 0 then the set of all Nash equilibria
is the unique stable set. fn the case of sender-receiver games the relevant values
of m are m- 2 and m- 1; if at the same time A(O) - 6, then we speak of
eqaiGbnum eniry resisiant (EERJ sets in the former and of asymmetnc entry
reststant (AERJ sets in the latter case.

The main vehides of our analysis of sender-receiver games are AER and
EF,R sets. AF,R sets permit the desired unified treatment of the partial common
interest condition and of the CS model. F,F.R sets are of interest because they
give us Lhe sharpest predictions under a partial common interest condition.

The (ollowing example from Swinkels (1992] illustrates the solution concept.

a7

6t 6z b~

2,2 U,2 5,0

2,0

0,5

3,3

3,0

0,3

4,4

This game has three Nash equilibria, (at,ót), (ay,bZ), and a completely
mixed equilibrium. Swinkels uses this game as an example for nonexistence of
an F,ES set.z EESsets do not exisl because an (at, 6r )-population can be enteted
by (az, bz), an (az, 62)-population can be entered by ( a3, b3), and a population
playing the mixed equilibrium can be entered by (at,bt). On the other hand
there is a unique AER (EER) set, which is given by the equilibrium (az,óz).
Note that this equilibrium cannot be replaced because the only other best reply
is not part of an equilibrium. The other two equilibria can both be replaced by
(az,bz).

Note that bolh players have an alternative best reply against (at,ót). If we
changed the game, replacing the (0, 2)-cell by (0, 1.9), then (al, 61) would become
an EER set, however the unique AER set would remain unchanged.

~ EES sets are minimal sets of Nash equiGbria thal are doaed againsl entry of strategies
that are best replies in a post-entry population consisting mainly of the original population
and of a small fraclion playing the entering strategy.
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The auxiliary sets A(O) that appear in Definition 1 will play a subordinate
role in our analysis; they can be used to rule out pathologies that can arise when
only direct transitions írom one equilibrium to another are admitted. Strategies
that one might want to indude in an auxiliary set relative to 6 are.

1. Strategies that can be reached from 6 via a connected path along which
the weight on strategies increases only if they are best replies,

2. strategies that are best replies to a profile in A, and

3. strategies that dominate a strategy in 9.

The following example illustrates the possible role of auxiliary sets.

6~ b~ 63

ai

aZ 1,0

0,0

0,1

2,2

3,3

0,0

3,3

5,5

This game has two AER (EER) sets, (at, 61) and (a3, 63). '1'he equilibrium
(a~,6~) is a solution because the alternative best replies do not belong to an
equilibrium. If we admit into an auxiliary set A(A) any atrategy that is a best

reply to an element of a solution candidate, then (a2, 62) belongs to the auxiliazy
set of (al,b~), and (a2,by) can be replaced by (a3,63). The latter cannot be
replaced since it is a strict equilibrium and is therefore the only A-AER (-EER)
set.

The focus on equilibrium strategies in our solution concept is deliberate.
Cheap-talk refinements in the tradition of Farrell [1993] have for the most part
considered equilibria as candidate solutions. Rabin [1990] is an exception but
unlike in the present paper he is concerned with one-time play between ratio-

nal players who base their decisions of which strategy to play only on common
knowledge of rationality. The evolutionary approach to cheap-talk games, dis-
cussed in detail below, has for the most part also considered conditions on equi-

libria or on sets of equilibria. Even where there is no a priori restriction to equi-
libria, it is sometimes the case that solutions either consist of (self-confirming)
equilibria, as in Ndldeke and Samuelson's [1992] discussion of cheap-talk games,
or can be guaranteed to contain an equilibrium, Blume [1996].

Restricting successful replacements to be themselves equilibria is more novel,
As outlined in the introduction this is intended to capture the intuition that
because of their focal potential, equilibrium experiments may be more important
than nonequilibrium experiments. Also, if a group of "agitators" wanted to steer
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the population into a particular direction they would likely be more successful
if they could point to a stable ultimate outcome of their endeavors.

Jointly these assumptions make it possible to insist on equilibria and yet to
guarantee existencP.

Existence of (m, A)-AER sets, for arhitrary choices of m and A, is proved
next. First it is shown that closed sets of Nash equilibria that satisfy the re-
placement condition have a simple structure. Whenever one element of a closed
connected component of Nash equilibria is part of such a set, all elements of the
component must be included.

Lemma 1 If O fl K~ 0, where 8 is a closed set of ,NasA equil~bna satisfy~ng
tAe replatement condifion and K a connected component of Nasb equrlibria, then
!í C 6.

Proof: To derive a contradiction, suppose not. Then either (1) O fl K contains
a limit point of K`A or (2) K`A contains a limit point of 6 fl K. [Munkres,
p.147] (2) is ruled out because 6 is closed. If (1) holds, then there exists a
sequence of Nash equilibria o" ~ v, o" ~ O, o E A. For o" not to be in
9, Vn, it is necessary that o" not be a best reply to o, Vn. Thus Cor each n
there exists a player i such that V,(o;,o-;) ] l;(o~ ,a-;). Hence, there exists
a aubsequence indexed by k such that for one of the players, i, V,(o;, o-;) 1
V,(ok,o-;), b' k- 1,2.... Since there are finitely many pure strategies, there
exists a pure strategy s; that is in the support of ok infinitely often such that
V,(o;,o-;) ~ U,(s;,o-;). Without loss of generality reindex the subsequence
such that s, is in the support of ok for all k. Convergence of o'k and continuity
ot V(.) imply that V,~(s;,ok;) ~ U,~(s;, o-;) and l;~(o;,ok;) ~ V,(o;,o-;). Hence
there exists an N such that for k~ N we have V,(o;,ok;) ~ l;(s;,ok;). This
contradicts ok being Nash equilibria. O

Lemma 1 establishes that in our search for a solution we can concentrate
on unions of closed connected components of Nash equilibria. The lemma is
used in the following proposition to establish existence o( (m,,4)-AER sets, for
arbitrary choices of m and A.

Proposition 1 TAe slrategy space of every fintte game contains an (m„A)-AER
set for any choice of m and .A.

Proof: 'I'he set of all Nash equilibria is closed and satisfies the replacement
condition. By Lemma 1, any other set with these properties must be a union
of connected components of Nash equilibria. Following Kohlberg and Mertens
(1986], the set o( Nash equilibria of a finite game consists of a finite union of
closed connected components. Therefore we need to consider only finitely many
possible such unions. Hence, a minimal set exists. ~
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In our discussion of sender-receiver games we focus on AER and EER sets.
AER sets permit an integrated treatment of partial common interest conditions
and of CS's parametric model of preference similarity. EER sets lead to the
strongest results on partial common interest conditions. This of interest for
deriving predictions for experiments on the evolution of ineaning in games with
partial common interest; such experiments have been conducted by Blume, De-
Jong, Kim, and Sprinkle [1997b]. The point here is not to come up with solution
concepts that are fully consistent with the expetimental data. That would be
too much to hope (or at this point, but instead to provide sharp refutable predic-
tions. EER sets are also most easily compared to evolutionary solution contepts,
in particular Swinkels' EES condition. We discuss EER sets and partial common
interest conditions in sender-receiver games next.

3 Unused Messages

We will show that in a class of sender-receiver games where the sender's and
the receiver's preferences are partially aligned, EER sets contain only equilibria
in which the sender reveals at least some information. This involves showing
that partially intormative equilibria form a set that is closed under the replace-
ment condition and that less informative equilibria can be replaced by more
inio[mative ones.

As is well known (e.g. Blume, Kim and Sobel [i993]), unused uieasages plny
an important role in destabilizing equilibria. They form natural entry pointa
for candidate replacement equilibria. The following result shows that for any
element of an EER set there exists an esseatially equivalent equilibrium that is
also an element of the EER set and does not use a certain number of inessages.3

Lemma 2!J6 is an EER set of a sender-receiver game, tAen for any strategy
o E O, tAere erists a strategy o' E 6 sucA that (IJ oz - oZ, (2J o~(m,t) ~ 0~
ol(m,t) ~ 0, and (9) and the sender assigns probabihty zero 2o at leasl ~(T)
messages under o'.

Proof: Let 6 be an EER set and o E 6. Call messages m; and m~ equivalent
if

and

{t ol(m;, i) ~ 0} -{t : ol(m~, t) ~ 0},

{a : oz(a,m;) ~ 0} - {a : oy(a,m~) ~ 0}.

Call a message m; redundant iC ol (m;, t) - 0, Nt, or if there exists an equivalent
message m~ with j G i. The cardinality aasumption on M implies that there
are at least ~(T) redundant messages. From o construct o' by having the

~Thia end the foltowing result are equivelent to resulu in Blume, Kim and Sobel [1993].
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sender move all weight trom redundant messages to the lowest index equivalent
message; leave o2 - 02. It is easily checked that o' is a Nash equilibrium and
C(o'') C BR(o). Thus o' E 6. ~

Lemma 2 says that we can replace any element of an EER set by one that
maintains the same separation o( types, is payoR equivalent for the sender and
leaves a large number oC messagea unused. The following result states that
the resulting strategy can in turn be replaced by one that alters the receiver's
responses after unused messages. The new response after an unuaed message
can be any reply that supports the equilibrium.

The definition of EER sets implies

Lemma 3 Le1 6 6e an EER set in a sender-recetver game, o E 6, and ot(m, t)
- 0 dL For any m' ~ m, the strntegy o' defined 6y oi :- ot, 02(., m) :- 02(-, m)
dm ~ m, and o'y( , m) :- oy(., m') is an element oj9.

IC there is a sufficiently atrong alignment of interests between senders and
receivera, Lemma 2 and 3 can be used to construct an e(fective mechaniam for
the replacement of equilibria that do not utilize this alignment. First, using
Lemma 2, the original equilibrium ia replaced by one in which the receiver
uses identical responsea, the sender types who are separated in the original
equilibrium remain separated and at least T messagea are unused. Second,
using Le,mma 3 the receiver's responaes after unuaed measages are changed to
a reply to a meacage that some pooled set of types use in equilibrium. Third,
auppose the alignment of intereats ia strong enough that additional aeparation of
pooled types is possible without the need to undo any oC the existing separation
of typea. Then, a replacement equilibrium exists in which the newly separated
types use the "unused messages," the other types uae the measages they used
before, the receiver responds to the old positive probability messages as before
and uses a best reply Lhat reflects the additional separation of types after the
newly activated messagea.

4 Equilibrium Partial Common Interest

This section defines equihbrlum partial common interest (EPCI~ relative to an
equilibrium and argues that iC an equilibrium ia EPCI dominated via a partition
J-{J;}, i- l, ..., j, of the type set T, then (1) it is not part of any EER set,

and (2) there exists an EER set containing only equilibria in which membera of
different elements of the partition J send different messages.

EPCI is one way of formalizing the notion of partial alignment of inter-
ests between the sender and receiver. In keeping with the postulate oC this
paper of the primacy of equilibrium behavior, EPCI focuses on Lhe benefits
to the sender from being revealed as the member of some type set in eome
equilibrium. Roughly, other equilibria that undo the revelation either Lhrough
misrepresentation (in terms of the status quo equilibrium) or through pooling
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formerly separated types must not be more attractive. The idea of EPCI is that
if the receiver uses best replies to equilibrium strategies oC the sender, then (1)
types in J; preCer being identified as members of J; rather than as members of
Jl, i~ I and that ( 2) for any set K containing types from multiple elements of
J there is at least one type who prefers to be identified as a member of his own
element rather than as a member of K.

In order to define equilibrium partial common interest, we need a few pre-
liminary definitions. Define ~(J), the set of separating strategies relative to J,
as the set of Nash equilibrium strategies o-(or, oz) such that, if ol(m, t;) ~ 0
for t; E J;, then ot(m, t) - 0, V t ~ J;. For L C T, let ~V(L) be the set of Nash
equilibria o such that there exists a partition J with L E J and o E~(J). This
is the set of equilibrium strategies in which the set of types L is identified. Let
P(L) be the set of Nash equilibria a such that 3m :~rET or(m, s) 1 0 and
(Q(m, t) ~ 0~ t E L). This is the set of Nash equilibria in which there is a
message that is exclusively sent by types in L.

Whenever lV(L) is nonempty, we can define

vlb(t;L) :- minmax{ur(t,a)~B E N(L), ot - Bi, 02 E MBRZ(ol), 3s E L,

m E M, ol(m, s) ~ 0, o- a'a(-, m)}.

v1"(t; L) is the payoft type t can guarantee for himself iC he knows the receiver's
best renpun~e t~ an aquilibrium strntegy ol in which the set oí types L is sepa-
rated and if the sender uses messages that have positive ptobability for types in
L under ol.' The value vi"(t, L) is a lower bound on type t's payoff if he chooses
to remain pooled with the type set L. The construction of this lower bound rec-
ognizes that in any candidate replacement equilibrium, Collowing a message that
is a positive probability messages under the status quo equilibrium, the receiver
has equilibnum beliefs, i.e. belie(s dictated by the statua quo equilibrium, and
beat responds to those beliefs.

With these preliminazy definitions we can define equilibrium partial common
interest relative to a reference equilibrium.

Definition 2 A sender-receiuer game has (J; aa)-equilibrium partial common
interesi relative to an equilibrium oa ((J; o'o)-EPCI~ if tAere exists a partition
J-{J;};-t of T sucb íhat

~BI ~(J) ~ 0

(1) Vo E~(J), Vi(t;,o) ~~aEA vl(t;,a)os(a,m), V t; E J;, VJ;, Vm
such that 3t1 E J~, i~!, with vl(m,t~) ~ 0.

~Note that [or the aender to be eble to guerantee himaelf the minmea, it ia neceasery that
he know op when he d~oonea hia meaaage. It o7 ia a candidate replacement equilibrium, thia
knowledge ie implicit in the replncement condition [R].

]1



[2) 3o E ~(J) sncA tAat VJ;,3m; : t; E J; ~ ai(m;,t;) - 1 and V~(t;,o) ~
Vi(t;,ao)~

(3J If K fl Jl ~ 0 for at least two l, then do E P(K),3i,t; E K fl J; :
vie(t;;J:) ~ V~(t;,o), and

(() bi,3m, such thaf J; C {t : oj(m;,t) 1 0}.

This definition of equilibrium partial common interest ís with respect to a
reference equílibrium, oo. (J; oo)-EPCI requires that oo be "dominated" by a
class of equilibria that separate the partition J. Domination requires that types
belonging to the same element of the partition aend a common message in the
dominated equilibrium, [4], and that there exists a dominating equilibrium that
separates J in which types belonging to the same element of the partition aend
a common message that yielda payoffe at least as large as oa, [2]. ]ointly, these
conditions make it possible that typea belonging to a common element move
from one common message that doea not identify them to an identifying measage
without being penalized for doing ao. Once J is aeparated, it is an optimal
response for the receiver to accommodate the aeparation. And aince each sender
type's payoffs do not decrease by moving to the J-aeparating equilibrium the
sender has no incentive to continue uaing the positive probability messages of the
reference equilibrium. Thia ia how J-aeparation can become established, atarting
with the reference equilibrium. It remains to ensure, that J-separation, once
achieved will not become undone. This ia accomplished by conditions [1] and [3].
The former guarantees that in any J-aepazating equilibrium typea in one element
of the partition strictly pre(er not to mimic typea in another element. Thus, a J-
separating equilibrium cannot be replaced by one in which a type awitches to a
positive probability measage of another partition element. Finally, condition [3]
ensures that in any replacement equilibrium, types who atazt separated remain
aeparated. If inembers from across difterent partition elements were to pool
on an unused message in a candidate replacement equilibrium, the replacement
condition would require the receiver to reply with a beat response that ia part of
an equilibrium. Qecause the replacement condition requires the receiver to uae a
best reply against the status quo, the sender of type t; E J; can guarantee himself
v~s(t;; J;) by using one o( the status quo measages. According to condition [3]
there is at least one type in any aet that pools typea acrosa partition elementa,
who prefers v1"(t;; J;) to the payoff he would receive from (ollowing the candidate
replacement equilibrium.

This discussion is summarized in the following propoeition.

Propoaition 2 If C is a sender-ncciver game with (J;oa)-EPCI, then

(5) m(J) contams an EER set, and

[6) oa ís not a member of any EER sef.
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'I'hus in a game with (J;oo)-EPCI we can both rejed the reference equi-
librium as part oC a solution and identify a set of equilibria that contains a
solution. [6] has an analog in Blume, Kirn and Sobel [1993] for a nonequilib-
rium set-valued solution, ER sets, however [5] does not. The ability to identify
sets of equilibria that contain a solution enhances the predictive power of EER
sets in experimental settings.

Proof: 'To prove [5], consider o E~(J). Let R(o) be the smallest closed set
containing o that satisfies [R]. Clearly, R(o) contains an EER set. Also, R(o) C
~(J). To see this, let o E~(J) and let o' be a replacement strategy. It will be
the case that types in diflerent elements of J use difterent message under o' : If
m is a positive probability message under o Cor typea in J~, then under o', m
will not be used by types in J;, I~ i, because of [1] and because vi must be a
best reply to 02. Suppose then that m is a message such that o~(m,t) - 0 b't
and let lí n Ji ~ 0 for at least two 1 where K-{t : o~(rn,t) ~ 0}. [R] implies
first that o~(., m) is an equilibrium reply to a positive probability message that
induces beliefs concentrated on K, i.e. o' E P(K), and second that ó2 is a
best reply to or, such that a type ti E Ji sender can guarantee himself at least
v~b(t; J~) and will receive at most V~(t~, ó) from following o'. Hence (3) implies
that there is at least one type in K who prefers to deviate from v~ against a'y.
'Phis inconsistent with o' being an equilibrium, which contradicts [R]. Thus,
o` E~(J). AI:~, iC Q is thr clnr,ure vf Q C~(J), then Q C~(J). Claim [5]
follows.

To prove [6], suppose that oo is a member of an EER set. We will derive a
contradiction by showing that then R(oo) n~(J) ~ 0; recall from the argument
just given that m(J) is closed under replacements. Lemmata 2 and 3 imply
that it is without loss of generality to assume that there are j unused messages
m;, i- 1,..,j, undet oo such that oZ(.,m;) - oy(.,m;), i- 1,..,j, where
m;, i- 1,..., j are the messages identified in [4]. [2] implies that there exists
o' E Ó~(J) in which the sender signals only with the unused messages of on, such
that if t; E J;, then o~(m;,t;) - 1, and the receiver responds to the positive
probability messages oC vo as he does under ao. These ofi-the-equilibrium path
responses support the equilibrium o' because of [2]. Thus o' E id(J)nMBR(oo),
which implies that v` E R(oo) n~(J). ~

The Collowing game illustrates the equilibrium partial interest condition and
demonstrates how EER sets strengthen predictions in games with partial align-
ment of interests. Let types be equally likely. The first entry in each cell denotes
the sender's payofT, the second entry is the receiver's payoft.
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Figure 1: Game 1

Independent of the value oC x, there exists an EER set in which typea t~ and
tz separate from type 13 in every strategy that is part of the set. Also, the pooling
outcome is not part of any EER set. To see this refer to Proposition 2 and let
J-{{t~,ty}, {t3}}. There aze two equilibria that sepazate this partition, the
Cully scparating equilibrium, and a partial pooling equilibrium in which types t~
and tZ send a common message. Types from different partition elementa atrictly
prefer not to be miaidentified as belonging to another element. Also, there
does not exist an action that would be jointly preferred by types from ditTerent
partition elemenLa to Lhe actiona Lhey receive in m(J). Thua ~(J) contains an
EER set. In fact, a closer examinatíon reveals that this EER set contains both
of the equilibria that separate J. In contrast, iC an EER set contained a pooling
equilibrium, then by Lemma 1 it would contain the entire pooling component, in
particulaz the equilibrium oo in which the sender randomizes uniformly over all
messages. Thus we can satisfy condiLion [4] in the definition of partial common
interest. Since all types of the sender and the receiver prefer the equilibria in
~(J) to pooling, condiLion [2] holds as well, ruling out oo, and there(ore the
entire pooling component, as part of the solution.

Other evolutionary solutiona (diacussed below) either do not exiat or predict
communication only if x is posiLive. Intuitively, if nonequilibrium sLrategies are
pcrmitted as part of the solution, then Cor x G 0 types t~ and tz cannot be
assured of positive payoffs, even if the aet {ti,12} is separated and lhe receiver
responds accordingly.

5 Partial Common Interest

The evaluation of the EPCI condition requires that the entire set o( Nash equi-
libria be determiced. Nowever, often it is possible to make, predictions on the
basis oC a simpler and more transparent condition.s In this section we propose a
slightly stronger partial common interest condition (PCI~ that avoids the need

SThis is con.rnienl elso for the puryoee of paramelerixinó diRercnt incentive elructures in
same experiments.

a7

x,0 ~,7 4,4 O,0 0,3

2,7 x,0 4,4 0,0 0,3

0,0 0,0 0,0 4,4 0,3
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to determine the entire set of Nash equilibria. This concept is intermediate be-
tween EPCI and partial common interest definitions available in the literature.

PCI lormalizes the requirement that it the sender uses a strategy in which
the elements of the partition J are identified and if the receiver uses a best
reply to the sender's strategy, then ( 1) t; E J; has no incentive to misrepresent
himself as a member of J~, and (2) a set of types K combining members from
different elements of the partition cannot all gain it the receiver uses a best reply
to beliefs concentrated on K.

For separation of the partition J not to unravel, once it is established, it
is necessary that the minimum payoff (rom being identified as the member of
an element J; not be too low. In the previous section these bounds where
determined by the fact that players use equilibrium strategies. Here we will
consider bounds that only use the fact (given the EER replacement condition)
that the receivet uses best replies to a strategy of the sender.

If types separate according to the partition J, then there atways exists a
message that allows t; E J; not only to identify himself as a member of J; but
to rule out certain classes of beliefs over J,. The following lemma verifies this
daim. Let LT denote the complement of L in T, and for K C T, let p(K, m; o~ )
denote the posterior probability of the type set X gíven message m for strategy
or.

Lemma 4 Lei L C T and suppose that Jor t; E L, ol(m,t;) ~ 0 impties
al(m,tj) - 0 V tj E LT and fort; E LT, oi(m,t;) ~ U rmphes ol(m,tj) -

0 V tj E L. Then, V K C L, 3 m : p(K,m;ar) ~~.

Proof: Suppose not. Let M :- {m E M: oi(m,t) ~ 0, t E L}. Then dm E M

) - ~~ o~(m i)x(~)
~N(h,m~oi ,ex'~(~n,~).(i)a ,eh~"~(m~~)x(')

G (~ ~
~

L.tEK ~I(m,t)K(t) G~~tEK ~l(m,t)~(t) f~IEK~ ~~(m,t)~(t)~ x L

[V~mEM ~

~mEb1 L~~EK O'~(m,t)7r(L) G

~mEM ~~tEK 01(m,t)~(t) } ~tEKy ~~(m't)~(l)~ ~~ ~

~tEK ~mEÀf Ol(m, t),T(t) G

(~tEK ~mEM a l(m, t)~(t) }~~EX~ ~mEÁf QI(m, t)~(t)) r L ~
a(K) G rr(K).

Thus we have established a contradiction. ~
In view of this result we can provide a lower bound on the payoff of a type

who is identified as a member o( J; by a strategy profile o that separates J and
in which the receiver uses a best reply.
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For any k" C L C T, let

BRz(K, L) :- arg max{~ ~ vz(t, a)p(t)a(a) -

aEA ~EL

supp(a) C A,supp(N) C L,and p(K) ~~(~~ }.

BRZ(K, L) is the set of best replies of the receiver against beliefs concentrated

on L that put at least weight ~ on the subset K of L. Let

vt(t L) :- maL min{vl(t, a) : a E BRZ(K, L)}.

From the lemma, if typea in L are identified as such by their messages and
the receiver uses a best reply, then for any K C L, the sender can always find a
message that induces a reply in BRz(K, L). The definition of v~(t-, L) recognizes
the fact that the sender can "choose' among K. If types in L are identified
as such by their messages and the receiver uses a best reply, then v~(t;L) is
the payoff that a type t sender can guarantee himself by continuing to identify
himself as belonging to L.

This motivates the (ollowing definition oC partial common interest. For
J; C T, let BRZ(J;) be the set of best replies of the receiver against beliefs con-
centrated on J;, and let BRZ(J;; a) be the set of best repliea against prior beliefs
restricted to J;. Denote the corresponding mixed best replies by MBRz(.).

Definition 3 A sender-receiver game G has ( J, oo)-partia( common intenst
((J, o'v)-PCI) retative to an equifiórium av if there esists a pariition J- {J;}, i-
1, ..., j, of T such that

~7~ v~(t;; J;) 1 max{vi(t;, at) : at E BRZ(Ji)} for all t; E J; and i ~ t.

(8~ for all i- 1, ..., j, there erists a; E BRy(J;; x) such fhal
ul(t;,a;) ~ V~(t;,oa) Jor al(t; E J;,

(9~ ~f K fl Jt ~ 0 for at ( eas[ two (, then for each a E MBRZ(K) ihere eaists
i and t; E K fl J; such that v~(t;; J;) 1 vr(t;, a), and

(IOf Vi, 3m : J; C {t : oo(m, t) ~ 0}.

Comparing Definitions 2 and 3, it is easily verified that (1) vr(t;;J;) G
Vl(t;,o)b'v E ~(J)dt; E J; and ( 2) ~aEAVI(t;,a)os(a,m) G max{vl(t;,ar) :
ai E BRz(J;)},Ht; E J;,VJ;,Vm such that 32; E Ji,i ~ f, with ul(m,t;) ~
0, Vo E~(J), and thus [7] implies [1], and [7] and [8] imply [2]. ( 3) [9] implies
[3] because ( 1) the set of best replies against beliefs concentrated on a set K
is a superset of the set of equilibrium best replies against such beliefa and (2)
b'K,a we have min~{v1(t,a)~a E BR2(K, L)} G maua{v~(t,a)~B E N(L), o~ -
Bi, 02 E MBRZ(o~), 3s E L, m E M,ol(m,s) 1 O,a - oZ(.,m)}. Thus we
have the following corollary to Proposition 2.
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Corollary 1 If G is a sender-receiver game with (J; oo)-PCI, ihen

(11] as(J) contains an EER sef, and

(l2f oo is nol a memóer of any EF,R set.

6 Entry as Replacement

EER sets resemble static set-valued solution concepts from evolutionary game
theory. This settion examines the relationship in greater detail. It is shown
that in two-player games, as for example in sender-receiver games, the essential

difference is in turning the entry condition of the evolutionary solution concepts
into a replacement condition.

Recall the following definition of equi(iónum evolutionarify staó(e (EES) sets,
due to Swinkels [1992].

Definition 4 A set 6 C x; 10(S;) is equilibrium evolutionarily stable (EES),
if it is minrmal with respect to

(19] There ezists c' E(0, 1) such that for alf e E(O, c') and for al! o E O,
if C(o') C BR((1 - e)o } ev'), then (1 - c)o } co' E 6.

[14] 6 i~ closed and nonempfy
[15JOCN

An EES set is a closed set of Nash equilibria that meets an entry condition,
[13]. Blume, Kim and Sobel (AKS) [1993] showed that EES sets predict com-
munication in sender-receiver games of common interest, i.e. when there exists
a unique Pareto-efficient point. EES sets need not exist in every game and
fail to exist in large classes of partial common interest games. To address the
existence issue BKS propose to drop condition [15]. They call sets satis(ying
the remaining requirements ER sets. ER sets are fairly permissive with regard
to receiver's actions; even if senders are locked into separation according to a
partition J, the receiver's actions after positive probability messages need not
fully reflect this separation.
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Consider Game 2 below, with types being equally likely. The first entry in
each cell denotes the sender's payoff,the second entry is the receiver's payoff.

a7 a3

tz

Figure 2: Game 2

This game illustrates both the nonexistence problem of EES sets and that
in an ER set sender separation need not imply that the receiver uses only sep-
arating replies.

The pooling component of Nash equilibria can be invaded by a separating
equilibrium and thus cannot be part of an EES set. The only other equilibria
in this game are sepatating equilibria. In such an equilibrium the receiver is
indifferent among actiona al and az following any message that identifies type
t~. A separating equilibrium o can invade where the receiver uses only action
a~ after positive probability messages that identify tt and action a4 after zero
probability messages. This invasion can continue until the entire population
plays according to o. Our assumption on message space size enaures that it is
without loss of generality to assume that there is at least one unused message,
m, under o. o can be invaded by a strategy o' that is identical to o, except that
following m, the receiver responds with an equal probability mixture over ay
and a4. The invasion can continue until o' represents population play. ó can
be invaded by a strategy o" in which iz uses the same messages as before, tl
uses only m, the receiver responds to all messages other than m as before, and
responds to m with action az. However, (1-c)o'tEO" is not a Nash equilibrium
for any c E(0, 1). This contradicts the requirement that EES sets consist only
of Nash equilibria.

One can show that there exists an ER set in this game that contains a
(separating) Nash equilibrium, o. From there one can argue as above, except
that now the strategy (1 - e)o' ~- co" becomes part of the ER set for some c E
[0, ]]. Because there is positive weight on o", m is used with positive probability,
and because there is positive weight on o', the message m induces action a4 with
positive probability.

The approach to preserving existence in this paper is diRerent. The re-
quirement that solutions must consist of Nash equilibria is maintained. What
changes, is the entry mndition [13]. It changes in two ways; (1) entering strate-
gies must be Nash equilibria and (2) a atrategy that passes the entry requirement
replaces the present population. This is best seen in the following version of the

2,4 4,4 0,0 0,3

0,0 0,0 3,4 0,3
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definition of EER sets for two-player games. The remainder of thia section is
concerned with two-player games.

Definition 5 A sei 6 C 0(Sl ) x 0(Sz) is equilibrium entry resistant (EER),
if it is minimal with respect to

(16~ There exists c' E(0, 1) such thal for all c E (Qc') and for all o E 6,
if o' E N and C(o') C BR((1 - c)a } co'), ihen o' E 6.

(17f 9 is closed and nonempty.

(isJecN

One can interpret the replacement condition [16] as saying that a strategy

can replace the status quo if it ia posaible for a amall fraction of the population,
e.g. a group of agitators, to aet a precedent that ia viable. Once the rest of the
population recognizea the precedent everyone adopts it. In the earliet definition

of EER sets ( Definition 1) a atrategy could replace the atatus quo if was a beat
reply óefore and after replacement, whereas in the present definition it has to
be a best reply against a post-entry population that consista primarily of the

status quo and of a amall fraction of the population that plays the replacement
strategy. The two definitions, which we will refer to as the "before-and-after
definition" and the "post-entry definition," are equivalent in two player games.

Propoaition 3 TAe óefore-and-after and tAe post-entry definition of EER sets
are equivalent.

Proof: We will first ahow that a nonempty and closed set of Nash equilibria that
satisfies the replacement condition [R] for EER sets also satisfies condition [16].
To derive a contradiction, auppoae that [R] holda for a nonempty and closed aet

6 of Nash equilibria and that [l6] doea not hold. Then for all c' ] 0 we can
find c E (0, e'), a atrategy v E 6, and a strategy o' E N with C(o') C BR((1 -
e)o} co') such that o' ~ A. Conaider then such a sequence ((c;,, c,,, on, o;,)}~ ~

with c;, y 0, and note that both the set of Nash equilibria N and the aet 6 are
compact. Therefore the aequence of strategy paira has a convergent aubsequence
(a,,, o;,) y(ó, ~) (after reindexing). Since the aet of Nash equilibria consista of

finitely many closed connected components it must be the case that for large n,
d belongs to the same component as ó. Thus, if we had ó E 6, then Lemma

1 would imply that o;, E A for Iarge enough n, a contradiction.
Therefore, we must have ó~ 6. Since 6 ia cloaed, ó is in 6. Thus [R] implies

C(ó ) Q BR(ó). For sufficiently large n we muat also have C(á) C C(d )

because the support of o;, cannot expand in the limit. Thus, for large n, C(o;,) Q
BR(ó); i.e., for large enough n C(o;,) containa a pure strategy s that ia not a

best reply to ó. Hy continuity of the payoff function, s ia also not a beat reply in
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a sufficiently small neighborhood of ó. Therefore C(o';,) Q BR((1-c„)a„ }c„o;, )
for sufficiently large n, contradicting our assumption.

For the converse, it suffices to show that if C(ó ) C BR(o) (1 BR(o'), then
C(o') E BR(Ao }(1 - a)o'),da E[0, 1]. Suppose the implication does not
hold. Then there exists o", i E{1,2} such that V,(o~',ao-; }(1 - a)o-;)
- av,(~; ,tr-;) } (1 - a)v,(o,',a~ ;) ~ av,(o„Q-,) } (1- a)v,(o„~-J, which
implies that we have either V,(o~',o-;) ~ V,(a„o-;) or we have l;(o~', o' ;) 1
V,(o„ o' ;). Either inequality contradicts C(ó ) C BR(o) !l BR(o'). t7

Aceording to Definition 5 an EER set is a closed set of Nash equilibria
that cannot be replaced by entrants that ( 1) are themselves equilibria and (2)
are best replies to a post-entry population conaisting mainly of the original
population and a small fraction of entrants. This is close to the definition of
weakfy equilibrium evolutionarilq stable (WEES) sets of Kim and Sobel [1992].
WEES replaces condition (16] by:

[I9] There exists c' E(0, 1) such that for all c E(0, c') and for all a E 6,
if o' E N and C(o') C BR((1 - c)o } co'), then (1 - c)a } có E 6.

Thus EER seta differ from WEES seta only in that the entry condition takes the
form of a replacement condition. WEES sets need not exist in general whereas
EER sets do.

Propoaition 4 Every EES sei and every WEES set contain an EER set. !f an
ER set coniafns a NasA equi(iórium, tAe ER set contains an EER seLs

The proof cannihalizes a result in Kim and Sobel [1992].

ProoE Let o E N fl 6 where 6 is either an EES, a WEES or an ER set. If
C(v') E BR(o) fl BR(o'), then a' E 6. This can be seen as follows. As in
the proof of Proposition 3, C(ó ) C BR((1 - a)o t ao') b'a. Let c" - sup{c' :
(1 - c)o } co' E 6 Ve E(O,e')}. c" could depend on whether 6 is an EES, a
WEES or an ER set. By [13], for EES and ER sets, or [19] for WEES sets,
c" ~ 0. Closedness of 9 implies that o" :- (1 - e")o } c"o' E 9. Again, as in
the proof of Proposition 3, C(o') C BR((1 - a)o" } aa') VJt E(0, 1]. Therefore
[13], for EES and ER sets, and [19] for WEES sets, implies that c" - 1. Hence
ó E 6. Now consider R(o), the smallest closed set containing o that satisfies
[R]. The (oregoing showed that R(o) C 6. Combining this with the fact that
R(o) contains an EER set establishes the result. o

Theretore, in the case where EES, WEES or ER seta exist, it will sometimes
be possible to refine the solution by requiring that it consist of strategies that
belong to both one of those sets and to an EER set. Note however that even if
(say) an EES set exists and therefore we have an EER set contained in it, there
may well be other EER sets, outside the EES set.

BPropositions 3 md 4 are only valid in twoplayer games. In the appendix an example is
given in which an EES set does not contain an EER set as defined in Definition 1.
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7 Selection in Crawford-Sobel Games

Crawford and Sobel (CS) [1962] launched the literature on cheap talk games
with a parametric model of incentive alignment. Variationa of their model have
played an important role in applied work on cheap talk in accounting, Newman
and Sansing [1993] and Gigler (1999], political science, Austen-Smith [1990], and
economics, Stein [1989]. Equilibria in CS's model have a simple atructure and
an intuitive compazative statica reault holds. In every equilibrium, the sender's
strategy partitiona the type set, the unit interval, into finitely many intervals.
The more closely incentives are aligned, the finer ia the partition under the most
influential equilibrium7, the equilibrium that induces the maximum number
of distinct reaponses, and in that senae the more information is revealed in
equilibrium.

The applied literature has primarily focussed on the moat influential equi-
libria. This is aometimes justified by appealing to the ex ante efficiency ot these

equilibria. No other argument, of either the refinement sort, or an evolution-
ary one has ever been given for why the most inHuential equilibria ought to be
aelected or even for why the ever present pooling equilibria ought to be rejected.

The CS game has been notoriously impervious to any refinement or evolu-
tionary analysis. Farrell [1993], for example pointed out that in CS's quadratic
example (diacuased below), whenever a nontrivial partition equilibrium exists,
none of the equilihrialn the game pasaea the neologism proofness teat. EES sets
typically also do not exist in versiona of the game with a plaustbie discretization
of the type apace. ER sets are plainly nontractable and, as we saw above, do not
lead to plausible restrictiona on receiver behavioc This makes it interesting to
ask whether it is posaible to say something about CS-gamea within our Game-

work. A second reason for bringing up CS-games is that the notion of partial
alignment of interests in thoae games is quite different from the various PCIcon-
ditions used here and elaewhere in the literature. The alignment conditions in
the evolutionary~refinement literature are stronger than in the CS-game. This
ought to make it harder to reject uninformative outcomes in CS-games using
the approach taken in this paper.

It ia desirable to have a unified approach to both PCI and CS-games. Thia
section shows that AER aets indeed reject pooling equilibria in both CS-games
and under a strengthened EPCI requirement.

In applying the AER concept to aender-receiver gamcre it is uaeful to make the
distinction between sender-fed replacements of o by o', where C(oi) C BRi (oz)
(S-replacementa), and receiver-led replacements, where C(oz) C BRz(ol) (R-
replacements). Our firet result in this section ehows that AER sets select infor-
mative outcomes under a atrengthened EPCI condition.

~Thi~ terminology ie edepted trom Austen-Smith end Benlu j1995)
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Modify the EPCI-definition by replacing condition [3] by

[3'] if K fl Ji ~ 0 for at least two t, then Cor all a E 0(A), 3i, t; E K n J,
~i~(tr, Jr) ~ vi(t;,o)-

While this is a stringent condition, it is satisfies in many interesting classes
of games. Game 1 is one example.

Proposition S If C is a sender-receiver game witb (J; oa)-EPCI, ihen

(20f ~(J) contains an AER set, and

~81~ oo is not a member of anq AER set.

Proof: The proo( of [21] is identical to the proof oC [6]. To verify [20] it is nec-
essary to deal with both sender-led replacements and receiver-led replacements.
To derive a contradiction, let v' be a candidate replacement for o E~(J) under
which types trom different elementa o( J send a common message.

Under sender-led replacements, C(a~) C BR~(oZ). Against oy, each type
t; can guarantee Vi(t;,Q) ~ vls(t;,J;) by following Ql. Condition [3'] ensures
that for no strategy of the receiver, including o2, does there exists a message m
that would at Ieast achieve a payofl oC vls(t;, J;) for all types in a set K-{t :
o~(m, t) ~ 0} such that K tl Jr ~ 0 for at least two l.

Under receiver-led replacements C(o2) C BRz(oi). Thus, type t; E J; can
guarantee a payoff of at least vid(t;, J;) against oj. According to condition [3'],
there does not exist a message m and set K - {t : o'(m,t) ) 0} such that
K fl J~ ~ 0 Cor at least two t and all types t; in K would at least achieve a payoR
of v~b(t;, J;). This contradicta o' being an equilibrium. []

In the remainder of this section we will show that AER sets also have pre-
dictive power in CS games and thus provide the desired unified treatment of
PCI and CS games. In a sender-receiver game of the Crawford-Sobel type, the
sender's type t is drawn (rom a cumulative distribution F(.), with density f(.)
and support [0, 1]. The receiver's action is a real number a E St. The sender's
payoff function v~(a,t,b) depends on a parameter 6 E R that measures the de-
gree of alignment of interests between senders and receivers. Both the sender's
and the receiver's payofCfunction, v~(a,t), are twice continuously differentiable.
Indicating partial derivatives by aubsvipts, assume that for all t and i- 1,2,
v~(a, t) - 0 for some action a, v~~ G 0 to guarantee a unique maximum in a for
any (t,6), and v1z 1 0, a sorting condition that ensures that Cor either player
under full information the optimal action is a strictly increasing function oC the
sender's type. Assume that the message space M is a superset of [0, 1].

In a partition equihbnum, the type set can be divided into intervals (which
we represent via their interiors) (tj,tj~~), j- 0, 1,...,N - 1, such that to -
0, tN - 1, types in (t~,ty~~) send a common message m~ unique to that type
set and the receiver responds to each m~ with the best reply to prior beliets
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restricted to (t~, t~~~). Since there always exists a pooling equilibrium in which
all types se.nd the same message, the existence of a partition equilibrium is
guaranteed.

Let a' (t, b) - arg max vl (a, t, 6) denote the maximizer of the sender's utility
if his type is t and the value of the alignment parameter equals b. Similarly,
for the recr.iver, a2(t) :- argmaxvZ(a,t). Crawford and Sobel show that if
a'(t,b) ~ a2(t) for all t, then (1) in every equilibrium the relationship between
type and action is as in a partition equilibrium, (2) there exists a partition
equilibrium that maximizes the number of elements of the partition, and (3) if
the maximal partition equilibrium has N elements, then there exist a partition
equilibrium with n elements for all n E{1, ..., N}.

To address the equilibrium selection issue, Crawford and Sobel impose ad-
ditional structure on their model. They examine a quadratic example (that has
become the basis for most o( the applications of cheap talk games). In that ex-
ample F(-) is uniformon [0, 1), v'(a,t,b) :- -(a-(t}6))2, v2(a, t) :- -(a-t)Z,
and b~ 0 This example satisfies all of the above assumptions implying that all
equilibria are partition equilibria. In addition (1) the equilibrium with the max-
imal number of partition elements (the "finest" equilibrium) is ex ante efficient
among the set of equilibria, and (2) as b y 0 the finest equilibrium becomes
finer approaching full revelation in the limit. Crawford and Sobel argue in favor
of the finest partition equilibrium. It is one of the two extreme and therefore
dist.inrL equilibtía, and they find the coarsest equilibrium not to be plausible.
Secondly, the finest equilibrium is ex ante ef6cient.

While this rule of selecting the finest partition equilibria has been adopted
widely in the applied literature, no argument besides distinctness and effitiency
has been advanced. We will show below that with quasi-evolutionary arguments
we can at least reject the completely uninformative equilibria in a version of
Crawford and Sobel's model that generalizes their quadratic model.

To generalize the lessons learned from the quadratic model, Crawford and
Sobel add an additional assumption on the payoff tunctions. Let v'(a,2,0) -
v~(a, t) and v13 ~ 0 to guarantee that for a116 ~ 0 the sender's preferred response
strictly exceeds the receiver's full information action. Our next proposition will
be proved under this assumption, and for 6~ 0.

In addition, we assume that receivers use pure replies off the equilibrium path
and we make a technical modification in the definition o( AER sets. We drop
the requirement that AER sets be closed to avoid having to introduce topologies
on strategy spaces. The restriction on receiver strategies is for tractability. The
modificatíon o( AER sets is purely cosmetic. In the case of finite type, message
and action sets tlosedness helps in characterizing and proving existence of EER
and AF.R sets. Fortunately, for CS games, given our assumptions, characterizing
AER sets and proving existence is immediate without appealing Lo closedness of
AER sets. We know from Crawford and Sobel that there are only finitely many
partition equilibria and that every equilibrium induces a type-action association
from a corresponding partition equilibrium. The set of all equilibria is invariant
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under S- and R-replacement. Clearly, if some equilibrium mrresponding to a
partition equilibrium belongs to a set that is closed under S- and R-replacement,
then every other equilibrium corresponding to that partition equilibrium belongs
to the same set. Since there are only finitely many partition equilibria, there is
a minimal set that is closed under S- and R-replacement

Following Austen-Smith and Banks [1995), we will refer to any equilibriurn
that induces multiple actions as influential. Define a pooling equilibrium as any
equilibrium that induces only the pooling action.

We will show that pooling equilibria can be replaced by influential equilib-
ria and that the reverse replacement is impossible. In addition there are severe
restrictions on replacements among influential equilibria. Essentially an influen-
tial equilibrium oo can be replaced by another influential equilibrium o' only if
the partition of the latter refines the partition of the former. This is established
in the following three lemmata.

To state and prove these results it is convenient to adopt the following con-
ventions. Represent any partition by the collection of intetiors of its elements.
For an equilibrium o, denote the partition corresponding to that equilibrium
by J(o). A partition J(ol) refines J(oo) if the interiors of elements of J(o')
are subsets of interiors of elements of J(oe). If (s,t) is a nonempty interval of
types, let a(s, t) stand for the receiver's beat reply to beliefs restricted to (s, t).
Also, given an equilibrium o, let ap(o) denote the highest action taken after a
positive probability message of o.

The first of our three preliminary results establishes limits on sender-led
replacement.

Lemma 5 If the equiliónum v' S-replaces tAe equiGónum oa, tlaen J(o't) re-
fines J(oa).

Proof: In order to derive a contradiction, suppose not. Then there are two ad-
jacent elements of J(oo), say (tj-~,t~) and (t~,tj~l), and typea t' E(t~-~,t~),
t" E (t~,t~~~) who send a common message under o'. llnder sender-led replace-
ment this means that there exists a message, m, that is unused in oe and in
that equilibrium induces a reply a that makes both types t' and t" indifferent
between their oe messages and m. Note that for t" to be willing to send m
we need a~ a(t~-~,t~). Similarly, we need a G a(t~,t~~t). Since the optimal
action from the sender's perspective is an increasing function of the sender's
type, there exists a type t' E(t', t") who strictly prefers the action a to any of
the receiver's equilibrium replies under on. This is incompatible with oo being
an equilibrium. 0

The next two preliminary results establish analogous limits on receiver-led
replacement.

Lemma 6 IJ the equihór:um ol R-replaces !he equdibrium oa, tAen tAe maxamal
element of J(aa) contams the maz~mal element of J(a').
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Proof: Suppose not. 1'hen the maxirnal actions under the two equilibria satisfy
an(o~) G ay(vo). From a~(t) - ar(t,0), and v13 ~ 0 we have ar(t,b) 1 a~(t).
Therefore there is a positive measure of types who prefer ah(oo) to ah(al)
Since under receiver-led replacement the receiver's replacement strategy oZ is a
best reply to the sender's status quo v„ the status quo action ah(oo) must be
attainable (or the sender under vr. This contradicts vr being an equilibrium.

O

This result shows that there is a sense in which an R-replacement must

induce a finer partition. A complementary result demonstrates that just having

a greater number of elements in the candidate replacement partition is not
enough.

Lemma 7 !J the equilibrium or R-replaces the equiGbrium vo, then there do
not erist actions a] G ao G ay such tbat a[ and a2 are adjacent equiliórium
ac.tions under v~, and ao is an eqvihbnum action under oa.

Proof: Strict concavity in actions of payotT (unctions implies that the marginal
type who is indifferent between a~ and a2 strictly preCers ao. Under receiver-led
replacements, the action ao is available to senders in the candidate replacement
equilibrium ol. This breaks the equilibrium or. O

In summary, iuflurutial equilibria are hard tn replar.e. Sender-led replace-
ment requires nestedness and receiver-led replacement requires analogous strong
conditions. Fortunately this does not prevent pooling equilibria from being re-
placed. Therefore we have the following proposition.

Proposition 6 IJ G is a CS game in which !he set of influentinf equilibna is
nonempty, ihen

(22J the set oJ inflvential equi(ibna contains an AER set, and

(29f no pooling equihbrium is a member of an AER sei.

Proof: The first claim of the proposition, [22], follows directly írom Lemma 5
and Lemma 6.

For the second statement in the proposition, [23], let oP be a pooling equi-
librium. It suffices to show that vP can be replaced by an influential equilibrium
because according to Lernmata 5 and 6 the set oC influential equilibria is closed
under replacement. First, vy can be replaced by v~ where vi - vy and under
vZ the receiver responds to all message with the pooling response aP. Second,
note that, by assumption, there exists an influential equilibrium v~ and without
loss of generality types belonging to the same partition element use the same
rnessage under v~. Obsetve that o~ is a best teply to vZ. 'I'hus the pooling
equilibrium v~ can be replaced by the influential equilibrium o2. O
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This result cannot be substantially strengthened because in general parG-
tíons will not be nested. As an example consider Crawford and Sobel's quadratic
example with an alignment parameter b- 1~20. Crawford and Sobel show
that in that case there are three partition equilibria with partitions {(0,1)]},
{(0, 5),(y, 1)}, and {(0, ts)~(is~ ts)~( ~s~ 1)}. The two inNuential partitions are
not nested; therefore by Lemma 5 they cannot be attained one frorn the other
via sender-led replacement. The finer partition among the influential ones can-
not be attained from Lhe coarser one via receiver-led replacement because of
Lemma 7. The reverse replacement is impossible because of Lemma 6. 'Chus, in
this game there are two AER sets, each corresponding to one of the influential
partitions.

The type of incentive alignment considered by Crawford and Sobel does play
an important role in the rejection of pooling equilibria by AF,R sets. The fol-
lowing example ahows that outside the class of Crawford-Sobel games pooling
equilibria need not be rejected even in the presence of partition equilibria. Let
F(.) be uniform on [0, 1], vr(a,t,b) :- -(a-t)~-6(a- z)~, v~(a,t) :- -(a-t)~,
and 6) 0. Then, regardless of the value of 6 thete always exists a partition eyui-
librium with a two-element partition in which types t E[0, Z) send a common
message distinct from the message sent by types in [z, 1]. For sufficiently large
6 these are the only influential partition equilibria. It is easily checked that in
that case any AER-set contains pooling equilibria. This is so because for large
b all types strictly prefer the pooling action z to either of the two separating
actions á and 4.

8 Relation to the Literature

Thus far equilibrium selection in sender-receiver games satisfying a partial com-
mon interest condition has been approached with a number of different quasi-
dynamic solution concepts. Here, we pursue a similar strategy. It yields the
sharpest predictions to date, guarantees existence, predicts tractable sets of
equilibria and does not rely on commonly used auxiliary assumptions like nomi-
nal message costs, exogenously given meanings of inessages, limitations on drift,
limitations on Lhe interpretation of zero-probability messages, etc.. Of course,
our paper owes a considerable debt to these other works. We will conclude with
a brief discussion o( how predictions differ across the various approaches.

In two-Player games, EER sets resemble static evolutionary solutions. In
both instances a strategy or a set of strategies is a solution if it satisfies an
entry (or a replacement) condition. However, there are substantial differences.
Unlike evotuhonarely staóle strategies, Maynard Smith and Price (1973], EER
sets always exist. Unlike neutrally stable strafegies, Maynard Smith and Price
[1973], F,ER sets predict efficient outcomes in all common interest games. As for
set-valued solution concepts, again ES sets, Thomas [1985 a,b], and EES sets,
Swinkels [1992], Blume, Kim and Sobel [1993], do not exist in general. However,
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whenever an h,',S set or an F,F,S set does exists, it contains an EER set.
Blumc, Kim and Sobel [1993] propose to consider ER sets to address the

existence problem of F,F;S sets ER sets do exist and do not include pooling
eyuilihria in partial common interest games. However, in these games, they
do noL rule out pooling actions, in general. ER sets are closely related to the
cyclically staófe sets ((,.SSJ o(Gilboa and Matsui [1991] and Matsui [1992]. C.SSs
can be given an explicit dynamic interpretation. Like ER sets, CS.S sets can be
shown not to rule out pooling actions in partial common interest games, and
not to rule out dominated actions in general. The latter point is illustrated in
the following game, Garne 3.

!y

s,s

~,7

Figure 3: Game 3

In this game no EF;S set exists. 'Phere exists an ER set and a CSS in which
Lbe twa types aC the cender separate Fither set conta~ns a strategy in which
the strictly dominated action a3 is used with positive probability.

Blume's [1996] perturbed message persistence (PMPJ does eliminate domi-
nated actions. It also eliminates pooling actions in a class of partial common
interest games that includes Game l with z~ 0. PMP ensures that the receiver's
responses reflect the separation of types in partial common interest games. The
partial common interest condition in Blume [1996] is more restrictive, in part,
hecause the retracts that form the solution will in general include nonequilib-
riurn strategies. PMP retracts exist in every game.

Rabin and Sobel [1994] present yet another approach to partial common
interest games. Their solutions, recurrent MOPs, are sets of equilibria and exist
in every game. Unlike EER sets, neither recurrent MOPs nor PMP sets predict
communication in Game 4; again, assume that types are equally likely.

4l

7.7

2,Z

s,o

o,o
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!i

Figure A: Game 4

ln the present paper it is postulated that solutions consist of sets of equi-
libria, and that Lhese sets rnust be stable only against other equilibria. I3oth
ideas are familiar. Farrell [1993, p.523] discusses the possibility of requiring a
neologism to be itself part of an equilibrium. Myerson's [1988] core mechanism
examines this idea in an environment that pe.rmits correlation. As for the re-
quiremenL that solutions be sets of equilibria, Swinkels [1992] argues that his
requirement on entrants to use best replies against the post-entry population is
more plausible if this behavior does not lead outside the set of Nash equilibria.
There are also explicit dynamic models that derive equilibrium behavior Crom
sirnple behavioral adjustment rules. For example, in the class of sender-receiver
games they examine, Lhe limiting outcomes of Niildeke and Samuelson's [1992]
dynamic contain only (self-confirming) equilibria.

None of these solution concepts has been used to distinguish influentialfrorn
pooling equilibria in Crawford-Sobel games. In CS's quadratic example typically
no neologism-prootequilibrium exists, for natural discretizations of the game no
F.ES set exists, and ER sets are not tractable. The present paper is the first one
to integrate the analysis of Crawford-Sobel games with that of partial common
interest games.

5,5 6,0 4,4 0,0 0,3

.5,-1 -1,5 4,4 0,0 0,3

0,0 U,0 0,0 4,4 0,3
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A Appendix

This appendix demonstrates that the equivalence of definitions 1 and 5 of EER
sets does not extend beyond the class of two-player games. Consider the follow-
ing three-player game in which the row player choosea row al or ay, the column
player chooses column 61 or 6Z and the matrix player chooses matrix c~ or ca.

az

3,3,3

2,2,0

2,2,0

2,2,0

0,0,0

1,1,100

!n

1,1,100

2,2,0

Both the equilibrium ( ai, 61, c~ ) and the component ( a2, 62, (y, 1- ry)), y E
[0, 1] are EER sets according to Definition 5(naturally extended to n-player
games). Both o( these sets are also EES sets. However, only the former is an
EER set according to Definition 1.
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